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We investigate grain boundary (GB) orientation effects on deformation of Ta bicrystal nanopillars
under high strain-rate, uniaxial compression with molecular dynamics simulations. The GB is of
the h110i90 twist grain boundary type. We vary the angle between the GB normal and the loading
direction (h) in the range of 0–90 while keeping the GB type unchanged. The GB orientation has
strong effects on deformation mechanism, yield stress, failure strain, and dynamics, due to the
combined effects of Schmid factors in constituent crystals and resolved shear stress on the GB
plane. Single crystal plasticity and GB deformation are competing factors, and the GB-initiated
deformation mechanisms (stacking faults vs. twinning, and GB sliding) depend on the local stress
level around the GB. The large Schmid factors in constituent single crystals for h ¼ 0 lead to
twinning in the single crystals and the lowest yield stress; the ensuing GB deformation is achieved
via stacking fault formation due to premature stress relaxation. However, nanopillar deformation in
the cases of higher angles is dominated by GB deformation largely in the form of twinning, driven
by enhanced stress buildup. GB-initiated deformation in the high Schmid factor nanocrystal
precedes and may drive that in the low Schmid factor nanocrystal. The details of twin/stacking
fault nucleation and growth/shrinking, twin-twin interaction, and twin-GB interaction are also
discussed.VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4864427]
I. INTRODUCTION
Metallic nanopillars or nanowires have stimulated great
interest in recent years owing to their unique physical and
mechanical properties1–5 different from those of bulk metals.
Some earlier studies focused on size-dependent properties of
single crystal nanopillars.3–9 Given the ubiquitousness of
defects, it is also important to investigate microstructure
effects on their physical and mechanical properties.
Grain boundaries (GBs), one of most important interface
structures in polycrystalline materials, impact materials prop-
erties in many aspects.10–15 In nanocrystalline metals, GB-
mediated plasticity (e.g., GB sliding and grain rotation) may
substitute for conventional dislocation nucleation and motion
as grain sizes are reduced below a certain value,2,16–20 while
in small single crystals slip nucleated either heterogeneously
at free surfaces or homogeneously in the crystal plays an im-
portant role in the plastic deformation, for instance, during
nanoindentation.21 Earlier studies show that GBs in confined
volumes and small grains can act as the dislocation
sources.22–24 Uniaxial loading of nanopillars supplies a useful
experimental means to probe materials properties at nano-
scales and can be simulated effectively with molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulations to reveal new phenomena and
underlying mechanisms. A relevant question is how exact GB
characteristics affect nanopillar deformation in both phenom-
ena and mechanisms. For example, a transmission electron
microscopy and MD study found that the twin boundary-
dislocation interactions govern strain localization (necking
and shear banding) by the emission of slip dislocation near the
boundary and detwinning in nanotwinned Cu nanopillars.25
MD simulations of twinned Au nanowires under compression
revealed that coherent twin boundary is the source of slip dis-
locations, which induce the yield of Au nanowires.26–28
Recent MD simulations of Al bicrystal nanowires showed that
high-angle GBs tend to be more active dislocation nucleation
sources, while ordered h110i symmetric tilt GB seems to pin
migrating lattice dislocations.29 However, such studies investi-
gating GB effects on nanopillar deformation are mostly on
face-center cubic metals, and the GBs explored are very lim-
ited given the broadness of GB characteristics.
In this work, we examine with MD simulations the GB
orientation effects on nanopillar deformation of important,
but underexplored, body-centered cubic (bcc) metals as rep-
resented by Ta. Ta is a typical bcc metal with high melting
temperature and high strength, interesting for both
experiments30–38 and simulations,39–42 including quasistatic
and shock experiments on monocrystal, bicrystal and nano-
crystalline Ta, and shock simulations of single crystal Ta.
We choose a h110i90 twist grain boundary for our simula-
tions. Uniaxial compression experiments on a pillar with this
GB oriented perpendicular to the loading direction were con-
ducted by Ziegler et al.30 Our main purpose is to investigate
the GB orientation effects on high strain-rate, uniaxial,
compression-induced deformation in bicrystal nanopillars
with the same type of GB, but oriented at different anglesa)sluo@pims.ac.cn
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with the loading direction. Our simulations of Ta bicrystal
nanopillars demonstrate strong GB-orientation effects on defor-
mation mechanism (stacking fault vs. twinning), yield stress,
failure strain, and dynamics. The details of twin/stacking fault
nucleation and growth/shrinking, twin-twin interaction, and
twin-GB interaction are also discussed. Section II presents the
methodology of MD simulations, followed by results and dis-
cussion in Sec. III, and conclusions in Sec. IV.
II. METHODOLOGY
We use the large-scale atomic/molecular massively par-
allel simulator (LAMMPS)43 for our MD simulations, along
with a recently developed embedded atom method (EAM)
potential39,40 to describe the interatomic interactions in Ta.
Comparing with previous potentials (EAM or Finnis-Sinclair
type),44–47 this EAM potential can provide a reasonable
description of the mechanical and physical properties of Ta
over a much larger pressure range, especially for high-
pressure results, which are in agreement with the diamond
anvil cell experiments48 and ab initio calculations.49
All the Ta nanopillars are constructed from bicrystals
with the same twist GB type, h110i90 with an irrational R
value (coincidence site lattice). The GB is oriented at an
angle (h) with the axis of a nanopillar, i.e., the loading axis.
We explore seven different GB orientations h ¼ 0, 30,
35.26, 45, 54.74, 60, and 90. The nanopillars are about
94 nm long and 15 nm in diameter, containing about
1 000 000 atoms. The setup for MD simulations, the coordi-
nate system, and the crystallographic orientations of constit-
uent crystals are shown in Fig. 1 and Table I.
The atomic configurations of the as-constructed nanopil-
lars are optimized with the conjugate gradient method and
then annealed at zero pressure with the constant pressure-
temperature ensemble. The time step for integrating the
equation of motion is 1–2 fs. For annealing, the systems are
heated to 1800 K and stay at this temperature for 200 ps, and
then cooled to 300 K where they are equilibrated for another
400 ps. No measurable defects are observed in the annealed
nanopillars besides the GBs. This process is similar to high-
temperature diffusion bonding experiments.30,50 Uniaxial
compression at 300 K is applied via a moving atomic wall
(anvil) on each end of a nanopillar along the x-axis, as in
nanopillar experiments. This loading mimics real experi-
ments where the load is applied through the ends. The driv-
ing walls move toward the GB at a constant velocity, and the
uniaxial compression strain rate explored is 109 s1. The
strain rates are higher than most experiments so one should
bear in mind possible strain rate effects which remain to be
explored in the future. We use the constant volume-temperature
ensemble in compression simulations.
To characterize deformation and structure at atomic
scales, some useful techniques are developed such as atomic
von Mises shear strain,51,52 centrosymmetry parameter,53
coordinate number, common neighbor analysis,54,55 and the
slip vector method.56 We find that the slip vector method is
superior in visualizing atomic-level deformation. The slip
vector is defined as
si ¼  1
ns
Xn
i 6¼j
ðxij  XijÞ: (1)
Here, n is the number of the nearest neighbours to atom i, ns
is the number of the slipped neighbors j, and xij and Xij are
the vector difference in position (between atoms i and j) in
current and reference configurations, respectively.56 The ref-
erence configurations are the initial structures at zero strain.
On the other hand, the maximum relative displacement
(MRD) is defined as the slip vector with the maximum am-
plitude among those defined between atom i and its nearest
neighbours j,57,58 i.e.,
si ¼ xij  Xij : jxij  Xijjmax: (2)
The total slip is defined as si ¼ jsij. The MRD method is
used in our analyses. We also use 1D or 2D binning analysis
to obtain spatially resolved physical properties such as stress
tensor rij (i,j¼ x, y and z).59,60 This is particularly useful for
revealing stress concentrations during loading.
FIG. 1. Setup for simulating uniaxial
compression of Ta bicrystal nanopil-
lars along the x-axis. h denotes GB ori-
entation, i.e., the angle between GB
normal ([110]) and the loading direc-
tion. The crystallographic orientations
of grains 1 and 2 are also noted. Also
see Table I.
TABLE I. Initial crystallographic orientations of individual grains along the
x-, y-, and z-axes, and the Schmid factors (m) of the first-activated
h111i=f112g slip systems in the grains, for different grain boundary orienta-
tions (h).
h 0 30 35.26 45 54.74 60 90
Grain 1 x-axis [110] ½33 ﬃﬃﬃ6p  [111] ½11 ﬃﬃﬃ2p  [112] ½11 ﬃﬃﬃ6p  [001]
y-axis [001] ½11 ﬃﬃﬃ6p  ½112 ½11 ﬃﬃﬃ2p  ½111 ½33 ﬃﬃﬃ6p  ½110
z-axis ½110 ½110 ½110 ½110 ½110 ½110 ½110
m 0.47 0.38 0.31 0.23 0.31 0.38 0.47
Grain 2 x-axis [110] ½
ﬃﬃ
3
p 1
1þ ﬃﬃ3p 10 ½
ﬃﬃ
2
p 1
1þ ﬃﬃ2p 10 [010] ½1
ﬃﬃ
2
p
1þ ﬃﬃ2p 10 ½1
ﬃﬃ
3
p
1þ ﬃﬃ3p 10 ½110
y-axis ½110 ½
ﬃﬃ
3
p þ1
1 ﬃﬃ3p 10 ½
ﬃﬃ
2
p þ1ﬃﬃ
2
p 1 10 ½100 ½
ﬃﬃ
2
p þ1ﬃﬃ
2
p 1 10 ½
ﬃﬃ
3
p þ1
1 ﬃﬃ3p 10 ½110
z-axis ½001 ½001 ½001 ½001 ½001 ½001 ½001
m 0.47 0.12 0.16 0.23 0.31 0.35 0.24
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To activate a h111i=f112g, slip system requires a criti-
cal resolved shear stress. A convenient quantity to character-
ize the resolved shear stress for loading along a particular
direction is the Schmid factor (m),61 defined as
m ¼ cos a cos b: (3)
Here, a is the angle between the slip direction and loading
direction, and b, the angle between the slip plane normal and
loading direction.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We explore grain boundary orientation effects on defor-
mation of Ta bicrystal nanopillars at a given strain rate. We
use the h ¼ 0 case to illustrate in detail deformation phe-
nomena and underlying mechanisms, including twin/stacking
fault nucleation and growth, twin-twin interactions, and
twin-GB interactions, and then investigate the similarities
and differences in deformation and mechanisms incurred by
different GB orientations.
A. Deformation of the nanopillar with h50 and
mechanisms
Figure 2(a) shows the stress–strain ðrxx  eÞ curve, with
the loading direction normal to the GB. Here, the stress
refers to rxx averaged over the whole system, denoted as rxx.
The alternate increase and decrease in rxx are due to alter-
nate plasticity frustration (leading to stress increase) and
growth/propagation (decrease in stress). The stress–strain curve
displays an increase in rxx nearly linear with increasing strain
until the yield strain (A), followed by fluctuations around 2 GPa
(A – E), a rapid drop (E – F), a recovery (F – G), another drop
(G – H), and then a stable regime. Although it is useful and nor-
mally measured in an experiment, this stress–strain curve only
represents a bulk response of the nanopillar. In order to connect
the bulk response to its structural origins, we calculate the stress
distributions (Fig. 2(b)) and conduct structural analysis (Fig. 3)
at selected, representative strains marked in the stress–strain
curve (A – H).
The structure analyses reveal two deformation mecha-
nisms in Ta nanopillars: stacking faults and twins. Figure
3(a) presents a formation progression of normal bcc
structure–SF–twin, in terms of stacking sequences along the
close-packed direction [111]: a SF involves only one faulted
plane of stacking,62 while twins involve two or more faulted
planes, where the crystal lattice symmetry is broken and the
lattice becomes a mirror image of itself.63 (Stable SFs are
observed to nucleate from the GB with h ¼ 0; however,
twins are observed in grain interiors for all grain orienta-
tions, as well as all GBs except for h ¼ 0. See more discus-
sions in Sec. III B.)
During the initial stage, the local stress is accumulated
at both ends of the nanopillar (A, Fig. 2(b)). As a result,
weak plastic deformation is initiated from the free surfaces
near the driving walls (0–7 ps, Fig. 3(b)): the h111i=f112g
slip system is activated, giving rise to the formation of nano-
twins (TP1 and TP2, 3 ps) rather than dislocation,30,32 which
expand toward grain interiors (5–7 ps). However, such weak
plastic deformation does not lead to considerable stress
relaxation. Further increase in strain induces a sharp drop
in rxx (A – B) due to a considerable stress relaxation near
the nanopillar ends (Fig. 2(b)), which is in turn due to
pronounced twinning (7–10 ps, Fig. 3(b)). The stress concen-
tration then shifts toward the GB, and the rise in rxx during
B – C (Fig. 2(a)) is due to temporary frustration of plasticity.
The GB stress concentration then triggers minor GB stacking
fault activities (SF3 and SF4, 20 ps, Fig. 3(c)), and thus,
minor stress relaxation (D in Fig. 2); the SFs then intersect
with each other (28 ps, Fig. 3(c)), inducing a rise in rxx again
(E, Fig. 2(a)). As higher strains, SF3 and SF4 shrink and dis-
appear. Simultaneously, a new stack fault (SF5) nucleates at
GB and then expands toward grain interior (36 ps, Fig. 3(b)),
giving rise to stress relaxation at the GB (F, Fig. 2(b)) and a
sharp drop in rxx (E – F). Thus, GB-induced stack faults
largely contribute to the “failure” of the nanopillar. As strain
increases further, the stress concentration shifts to the GB
again, and rxx rises again owing to hinderance to SF devel-
opment until a peak stress (58 ps, Fig. 2(a)). A small drop
in rxx (46 ps, Fig. 2(a)) at 10% strain occurs after F, caused
by the nucleation and propagation of SF6 (46 ps, Fig. 3(b)).
Then, SF7 (at GB) nucleates and expands (60 ps, Fig.
3(b)), inducing a drop in rxx again (G, Fig. 2(a)). With fur-
ther compression (H, Fig. 2(a)), twin band (TP1) in grain 1
expands toward and intersects with the GB (79 ps, Fig. 3(c))
or the stack fault (SF5) from the GB (96 ps, Fig. 3(c)), induc-
ing the rise and drop of rxx. As strain increases beyond about
16%, rxx reaches a stable value.
FIG. 2. Ta nanopillar with h ¼ 0 under uniaxial compression: (a) the aver-
age stress rxx as a function of strain/time, and (b) corresponding 2D stress
ðrxxÞ distributions at selected strains/instants labeled as A – H.
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We present above the deformation phenomena of a par-
ticular bicrystal nanopillar ðh ¼ 0Þ and their structural ori-
gins, and discuss below in more detail the deformation
mechanisms, including nucleation and propagation of twins
and SFs, twin-twin interactions, and twin-GB interactions.
1. Nucleation and propagation of twins
Twinning involves the formation of twin bands, via a
consecutive movement of a
6
h111i partial dislocations on ad-
jacent {112} planes.64 In the case of h ¼ 0, deformation
twins nucleate primarily from the intersections of the free
surface and atomic drive walls at the ends of the nanopillar
(in both grains) by emitting twin partials on adjacent {112}
planes, starting with thin, short, twin embryos65 (3 ps, Fig.
3(a)). After nucleation, the twins propagate toward the grain
interiors along h111i. We take one of twins in Fig. 4(a) as an
example to show the deformation details in Fig. 4(b). At 4.0
ps, the stacking sequence of ð112Þ planes is   
ABCABCABCAB    expected for the pristine bcc lattice.
Upon compression, a a
6
½111 partial dislocation slides on the
ð112Þ plane to produce a displacement of
ﬃﬃ
3
p
6
a along the
FIG. 3. Ta nanopillar with h ¼ 0 under uniaxial compression: (a) schematic representation of the formation of stacking faults and twins in terms of A/B/C
atomic layer stacking along the [111] direction. (b) Nucleation and growth of deformation twins in grain 1 initiated from the loading wall/free surface, and (c)
the nucleation and propagation of stacking faults near the grain boundary. TP: twin plane; SF: stacking fault. Color-coding is based on MRD.
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[111] direction (the arrows), leading to a different stacking
sequence    ABCABCBCABC    and the formation of a
stacking faults with 2 atomic layers (5.6 ps). The emission of
another a
6
½111 partial dislocation on the neighboring ð112Þ
planes then changes the sequence to    ABCABCBABCA
  , which induces the formation of a twin band with 3 atomic
layers (5.7 ps). Further a
6
½111 partial dislocation movement
thickens the twin band into 4 atomic layers, with a stacking
sequence of    ABCABACBCAB    (5.8 ps). Twin growth
is achieved via such repetitive processes, which are similar to
those in fcc metallic nanopillars due to successive sliding of
a
6
½112 partial dislocations on adjacent {111} planes.66
On the other hand, subsequent emission of partial dislo-
cations on the same {112} planes during further compression
produces a total displacement of
ﬃﬃ
3
p
2
a on these {112} planes
along h111i, inducing recovery of the stacking sequence,
and thus, narrowing (or disappearing) of the twin band
(Fig. 5(a)). This process can be considered as the emission of
a full dislocation. Different from twinning, the emission of a
full dislocation with Burgers vector a
2
½111 can be regarded
as a leading a
6
½111 partial and a trailing a
3
½111 partial slip on
the same {112} plane. Emission of a full dislocation does
not change the stacking sequence. Note that the recovery of
stacking sequences in h111i directions can be induced not
only by full-dislocation slip but also by detwinning via path-
reversal twinning, to allow the nanopillar to recover its origi-
nal shape. Consequently, it is necessary to distinguish full
dislocations from detwinning during deformation, and MRD
analysis is an effective method. In the figures with MRD
coding (Fig. 5), different colors denote different slip magni-
tudes; e.g., the atoms are colored by yellow (16.0 ps) or red
(24.0 ps) in the twin band with full dislocation slip.
Local plastic deformation under uniaxial compression
involves two competing mechanisms: h111i=f112g twinning
and full dislocation slip. Twinning is achieved via consecutive
emission of a
6
½111 partials on neighboring ð112Þ planes, while
full dislocation slip, the emission of a
3
½111 partial preceded by
a leading a
6
½111 partial on the same ð112Þ plane. Figure 5(b)
displays the competition between twinning and full dislocation
slip visualized via MRD. The nanopillar deforms with twinning
predominately, and forms a twin band with 6 atomic layers at
14.9 ps in the area indicated in Fig. 5(a). The a
6
½111 partial dis-
locations emit on some ð112Þ planes within the twin band, fol-
lowed by the emission of a
3
½111 partials on the same planes,
leading to a full dislocation and partial recovery of the stacking
sequence of these ð112Þ planes, and a reduction of twin band
width to 3 atomic layers (16.0 ps). However, deformation twin-
ning outruns full dislocation slip again via the emission of
a
6
½111 partials on adjacent ð112Þ planes, and expands the twin
band (5 atom layers, 19.5 ps). The ensuing deformation is the
emission of a
3
½111 partial in the ð112Þ planes, i.e., full disloca-
tion slip, and the twin band shrinks to 2 atom layers at 24.0 ps).
Deformation twinning and full dislocation slip alternate, driv-
ing the propagation and growth of the twin.
2. Twin-twin interactions
During deformation twinning, multiple slip systems
(e.g., ½111=ð112Þ and ½111=ð112Þ) are activated in the same
FIG. 4. Ta nanopillar with h ¼ 0 under uniaxial compression: the transfor-
mation from stacking fault to twin as the twin propagates to the undeformed
region; (a) shows the twin under consideration in the whole configuration
(circled area), and (b), snapshots of twin growth via the emission of a
6
½111
partial dislocations. A – C denotes atomic layers in a stacking sequence. The
black arrows denote slip vectors.
FIG. 5. Ta nanopillar with h ¼ 0 under uniaxial compression: competition of
twinning and full-dislocation slip in a twin band; (a) shows the area of interest
in grain 1, and (b), snapshots of its evolution. The color coding is based on the
MRD magnitude s, which increases in the order of blue ! cygan ! yellow
! orange ! red. The black arrows denote slip vectors. TB: twin boundary.
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grain, and may intersect and cross each other (Figs. 3(b) and
6(a)), as observed in previous experiments.31 We take two
twin bands, TP1 and TP2, in Fig. 3(b) at 10.0 ps, to investi-
gate such twin-twin interaction mechanisms. (The same
twins TP1 and TP2 are denoted as A and B in Fig. 6, respec-
tively.) These two twin bands mirror the parent lattice orien-
tation about different {112} planes, and the signs of shear
stress rxy are opposite within the bands as they form (inset of
Fig. 6(a)). Upon crossing, the crystal lattice near intersection
is highly distorted (10 and 79 ps, Fig. 3(b)). The twin bands
then expand near the intersection, yielding a typical twin-
twin intersection configuration, to minimize the strain energy
caused by the distortion.31
We describe next in more detail the twin-twin interac-
tions in terms of MRD (Fig. 6). Twin bands A and B become
A0 and B0 after crossing, respectively. Before these two twin
bands encounter, the neighboring parallel planes slip along
the opposite directions by emitting a
6
½111 partial dislocations
(½111 and ½111 directions on the (112) planes for A, and
[111] and ½111 directions on ð112Þ planes for B; 5.8 ps,
Fig. 6(b)). As A and B approach each other (6.1 ps), the slip
directions of Ta atoms in the intersection transform from
h111i to h110i (rotated by 35.268), which is the sum of the
slip vectors for A and B, i.e., ½110 ¼ ½111 þ ½111. This
leads to lattice orientation changes in the intersection
from ðx^½110; y^½001; z^½110Þ to ðx^½111; y^½110;
z^½112Þ (6.7–15 ps), and therefore, lattice distortion. Here,
we use three orthogonal directions, x^; y^, and z^, to define lat-
tice orientations. After crossing, the twin bands A and B
deviate from their original trajectories, become bent, and
form A0 and B0 twin bands, respectively, as they propagate
further along h111i (6.7 ps and 8.0 ps). The twin bands then
thicken (15.0 ps), and the intersection region expands with a
lattice orientation change from x^½110 to x^½111. Further
emission of a
3
½111 partial dislocations on the {112} planes in
A results in full dislocations, inducing the change in slip
directions of Ta atoms in the intersection (16–30 ps). Thus,
the intersection region distortion is caused by differences
in the slip directions of atoms on different {112} planes, i.e.,
the slip directions of the a
6
½111 or a
3
½111 partial dislocations
on the {112} planes, as the two mirror twins interact with
each other.
3. SF dynamics near the GB and twin-GB interactions
In the GB region, the nucleation and propagation of
stacking faults play a key role in the failure of the nanopillar
(Figs. 2(a) and 3(c)). Figure 7(a) displays the nucleation and
propagation sequences of stacking faults near the GB as
compression proceeds. When the stress concentration moves
into the GB region, SFs nucleate at the intersection of the
GB and free surface of nanopillar (17.0 ps) with single
faulted planes of stacking, and propagate toward the grain in-
terior (SF1-SF8) by the emission of a
6
½111 partial disloca-
tions along h111i on the {112} planes (21 ps), inducing local
stress relaxation (rxx; E – F, Fig. 2(b)). Figure 3(c) also
describes the propagation of SFs (SF3–SF5) across grain 2
from one side to another side of the nanopillar’s free surface.
SFs propagate toward the grain interior along different
directions and intersect, for instance, SF4 slips along ½111,
while SF3, along [111] (21 ps and 23 ps, Fig. 7(a)).
Simultaneously, the shrinkage and disappearence of some
SFs occur (e.g., SF1–SF3), due to the emission of a
6
½111 par-
tial dislocations along the reverse directions on the {112}
planes (21–46 ps). However, the expansion of SF5 along
½111 is dominant and leads to the sharp drop in rxx (36 ps,
Fig. 3(c)), and the nucleation and propagation of SF6 cause
another small drop in rxx (46 ps).
We also illustrate SF dynamics near the GB with MRD
slip maps of individual atoms in the vicinity of the GB
in Fig. 7(b). As the stress concentration shifts toward GB
FIG. 6. Ta nanopillar with h ¼ 0 under uniaxial compression: interaction
between two intersecting twins in grain 1; (a) shows the area of interest in
the whole configuration, and (b), the evolution of twin intersecting and
crossing. The arrows are slip vectors.
FIG. 7. Ta nanopillar with h ¼ 0 under uniaxial compression: GB-initiated
SF evolution as viewed along the y-axis (a) and on the GB plane (b). Color
coding is based on MRD.
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(17 ps), SFs nucleate on the free surface near the GB plane
via emitting a
6
½111 partial dislocations along h111i, inducing
local stress relaxation (21 ps). SFs then spread into the inte-
rior and broaden (e.g., SF1–SF5 and SF8). On the GB plane,
the intersection lines of SFs and the GB, as identified by
MRD-coloring contrast, spread from the periphery to the in-
terior, consistent with Fig. 7(a) (23–25 ps). On the GB plane,
SFs also show shrinkage and disappearance (SF1 and SF2 at
25 ps, SF3 and SF4 at about 46 ps), as well as pronounced
growth (SF5 and SF8 stretch across the diameter at 46 ps).
Propagation of twins originated from the nanopillar ends
may be impeded by the GB, and the twin-GB interactions
can have a dramatic effect on its mechanical responses.
Figure 8 shows twin propagation and GB deformation during
the whole loading process. At the early stages, the twins
propagating toward the GB have negligible effect on GB de-
formation, and the GB stays perpendicular to the loading
direction (18 ps and 24 ps). SFs nucleate and grow asymmet-
rically from the GB toward the interiors of grains 1 and 2
(24 ps and later). As the twins approach the GB from both
directions, the GB plane begins to tilt toward grain 2 (46 ps),
owing to the unbalanced stresses (Fig. 2(b)). The stress
imbalance is in turn due to the asymmetry in SF activities
around the GB, and that in twinning in grain 1 (twinning is
more pronounced for the lower portion than the upper por-
tion; Fig. 8). When the twins reach the GB from grain 1
(80–83 ps), their movement is impeded, inducing stress
buildup, and thus, large deformation (the lower portion of
the GB bends toward grain 2 at 89 ps in Fig. 8, and 96 ps in
Fig. 7). The twins then cross the GB and force into grain 2
(110 ps). Such twin-induced, large GB deformation/failure
was observed experimentally in tetragonal c-TiAl67,68 and
zirconia.69
Previous quasistatic experiments showed a much differ-
ent deformation behavior in compression of single crystal
Mo and Ta.9,32,70 and bicrystal Ta,30 i.e., without deforma-
tion twinning. This is likely due to the much lower strain
rates in these experiments, since deformation twinning is
more favorable at high strain rates.71 Under high strain rate
loading with shock (106 s1 or above)34–38 or miniature
Kolsky bar (104 s1),33 pronounced deformation twinning
was observed, in accord with our results.
B. Effects of GB orientation on deformation of Ta
nanopillars
A special grain orientation ðh ¼ 0Þ is discussed above,
and we examine next the effects of GB orientation on defor-
mation of Ta bicrystal nanopillars (Figs. 9–13). Figure 9
compares the average stress–strain curves ðrxx  eÞ for seven
different GB orientations, which manifest strong GB orienta-
tion effects on nanopillar deformation. For h ¼ 0, the yield
stress ðryÞ is the lowest (about 2 GPa). For h > 0; ry
increases with increasing h, peaks at about h ¼ 35:26 and
then decreases, and it is about 2–3 times that for h ¼ 0
(4–6 GPa). The strain range defined by the stress plateau
between yield and failure is the widest for h ¼ 0, the nar-
rowest for h ¼ 90, and intermediate for other orientations
ð30  h  60Þ, i.e., the plateau range decreases with
increasing h. The maximum strain, defined at the onset of
failure (rapid, largest, stress drop), is about 4%–6% in all
cases. The h ¼ 90 case manifests its peculiarity of multiseg-
ments in the “elastic” regime, followed by immediate failure
at the peak stress. These differences in deformation for dif-
ferent grain orientations also imply different mechanisms.
The rxx  e curves only represent the bulk response of
the nanopillars, which are highly “structured” due to the spe-
cific arrangement of bicrystals and GBs, but can be related to
local stress state and deformation. Figure 10 displays the 2D
rxx maps for different GB orientations relative to the loading
directions, and thus, different orientations of individual crys-
tals (Table I), at selected strains. Stress concentrations and
their evolution with loading are evident on these stress maps.
Based on their deformation behaviors, nanopillars are classi-
fied into three groups: h ¼ 0; 30  h  60 (or more gen-
erally, 0 < h < 90), and h ¼ 90 (Fig. 10). For h ¼ 0,
stress ðrxxÞ first concentrates at both ends in grains 1 and 2
before yield, followed by stress relaxation in the grain interi-
ors owing to the activation of h111i=f112g slip systems,
and twin nucleation and propagation (A, Fig. 3(b)). As the
stress concentration shifts toward the GB, it then triggers
FIG. 8. Ta nanopillar with h ¼ 0 under uniaxial compression: GB interac-
tion with the twins formed in grain 1.
FIG. 9. Ta nanopillars under uniaxial compression: the average stress–strain
curves ðrxx  eÞ for different GB orientations (h).
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GB-initiated stacking fault activities via the emission of
a
6
½111 partial dislocations, and thus induces the apparent
reduction in rxx (failure at E). The large Schmid factors favor
plasticity in single crystals (Table I) and small h acts against
GB deformation. For 0 < h < 90, the reduced Schmid fac-
tors and increased resolved shear stress promote GB defor-
mation, so yield begins at the GB via twinning, while the
single crystals remain elastic with uniform stress distribu-
tion. For h¼ 908, stress concentration occurs in grain 2 since
the Schmid factor is smaller than that for grain 1, and yield
starts on the grain 1 side. Because the microstructure is uni-
form along the loading direction with the GB spanning the
whole nanopillar axis, plasticity (twinning) dynamics is
enhanced by GB-initiated nucleation and growth. Thus, the
stress plateau (Fig. 9) is the narrowest for h¼ 908 (the largest
promotion of plasticity by GB) and widest for h¼ 08 (least
promotion of plasticity by GB), and intermediate for
0 < h < 90. The trend in the ry  h curves can be attrib-
uted to anisotropy in plastic deformation in constituent single
crystals and GBs. Larger Schmid factors of constituent single
crystals and resolved shear stress on the GB planes imply
more ease in plasticity nucleation, and larger h implies larger
shear component on the GB. The combined effects of
Schmid factors and resolved shear stresses on GBs determine
the yield stress ry, and thus the relative magnitude of yield
stress for different h as seen in Fig. 9.
We discuss next the deformation mechanisms at the
atomic scale for different GB orientations (h). For
30  h  60, a pronounced deformation feature is swel-
ling at the GB, indicating GB weakening effect (Fig. 11(a)).
A shear stress ðrxyÞ distribution map exhibits the relative
sliding of grains 1 and 2 near the GB upon continuous com-
pression, accompanied by GB-initiated twinning (Fig.
11(b)). However, the deformation in grain interiors is differ-
ent owing to the differences in crystal orientations and local
stress evolution during compression. For h ¼ 30 and
35.268, h111i=f112g slip systems are activated to form SFs
in grain 1, but their growth is interrupted as the GB deforma-
tion (sliding and twinning) becomes predominant and
changes local stress fields. For h ¼ 45; 54:74 and 608, de-
formation occurs at GBs first and it remains dominant.
The GB deformation process for h ¼ 35:26 is detailed
in Fig. 11(b). During compression, some ð112Þ planes first
slide to activate h111i=f112g slip systems for twinning near
the GB (17 ps). The twins propagate away from the GB via
FIG. 10. Ta nanopillars with different GB orientations under uniaxial com-
pression: 2D stress (rxx in GPa) distributions on the xy-plane at selected
strains/instants.
FIG. 11. Ta nanopillar with h¼ 35.268 under uniaxial compression: (a) plas-
tic deformation and 2D shear stress map (rxy, in GPa), and (b) nucleation
and propagation of twins near GB projected on the xy- (a) and xz-planes (b).
Color coding is based on MRD (s) in the atomic configurations.
FIG. 12. Ta nanopillar with h ¼ 90
under uniaxial compression: twin
nucleation and propagation from the
GB, projected onto the xy- and xz-
planes. Color coding is based on
MRD (s).
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successive sliding of (112) and ð112Þ planes (19 ps), induc-
ing swelled GB region with abundant twins bands. Some
twins are observed to thicken through successive emission of
a
6
½111 partial dislocations in adjacent ð112Þ or (112) planes
(21 ps). The GBs serve as the source of twin nucleation for
h > 0.
The primary deformation mechanism for h ¼ 90 is
still twinning (Fig. 12). Twins initially nucleate at the intersec-
tion region of the grain boundary, drive wall and free surface (2
ps) in grain 1, which is orientated along x^  ½001; y^  ½110
and z^  ½110. Then the twins propagate toward grain interior
by the sliding of (112) along ½111, or ð112Þ along ½111 (5 ps),
while grain 2 (oriented along x^  ½110; y^  ½110 and
z^  ½001) remains stable until 7 ps because of its much lower
Schmid factor. However, the plastic deformation is too weak to
induce considerable stress relaxation. Further increase in strain
induces a yield in rxx (Fig. 9) due to a pronounced stress relax-
ation at the ends of grain 1 caused by pronounced twinning
(7 ps). Twins with different slip systems may intersect and
cross each other (5 ps, the circled region), inducing the change
in slip directions in the intersection from h111i to h001i, which
is the sum of slip vectors for two slip systems, ½001 ¼ ½111
þ½111 (arrows in 7 ps). As the twins cross over each other in
grain 1 at 7 ps, a a
6
½111 partial dislocation is emitted from the
intersection region of the GB and free surface into grain 2,
forming growing twins. The nucleation and growth of twins in
grain 2 are driven by twinning in grain 1, as seen in Fig. 13. It
shows atomic slip behavior on a cross-section cut along aa0; the
sliding of {112} planes during twinning in grain 1 (the cygan
region, 5 ps, Fig. 13) induces increasing GB slip during twin
growth (8 ps, Fig. 13), and the accumulated strain at the GB
then gives rise to the activation of different {112} slip at two
GB locations, i.e., twin nucleation on the GB and growth into
grain 2 (20 ps, Fig. 13). The stress concentration then shifts to-
ward the middle of the nanopillar and triggers the temporary
frustration/nucleation of other deformation twins in grains,
leading to the stress increase/yield (segments in the “elastic” re-
gime, Fig. 9). The stress concentration of the middle region
(Fig. 10) then triggers the nucleation and propagation of mid-
dle-region-twins in grain 1 and grain 2 at about 25 ps, leading
to the relaxation of local stress (Fig. 10) and a sharp drop of rxx
(Fig. 9). At this stage, it is observed twin bands form and grow,
and new twins nucleate and propagate from the formed twin
bands in grain 1, and twinning dominates the deformation of
the nanopillar (25 ps).
IV. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated uniaxial compression-induced de-
formation in Ta nanaopillars with the same type of GB but
orientated differently with respect to the loading direction.
The stress-strain relations, and details of twin and stacking
fault nucleation and growth/shrinking, twin-twin interaction,
and twin-GB interactions are presented. Our MD simulations
suggest that GB orientation has strong effects on deformation
mechanism, yield stress, failure strain, and dynamics, due to
the combined effects of Schmid factors in constituent crystals
and resolved shear stress on the GB plane. Single crystal plas-
ticity and GB deformation are two competing factors in plas-
ticity of the nanopillars; the GB deformation mechanisms
(stacking faults vs. twinning, and GB sliding) are affected by
the local stress level around the GB. For h ¼ 0, the large
Schmid factors in constituent single crystals lead to twinning
in the single crystals and the lowest yield stress; the ensuing
GB deformation including failure is achieved via stacking
fault formation due to insufficient stress buildup. However,
nanopillar deformation in the cases of higher angles is domi-
nated by GB deformation largely in the form of twinning,
driven by elevated stress buildup at the GB. GB-initiated de-
formation in the high Schmid factor nanocrystal precedes and
may drive that in the low Schmid factor nanocrystal.
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